We introduce a property of mutation loops, called the sign stability, with a focus on an asymptotic behavior of the iteration of the tropical X -transformation. A sign-stable mutation loop has a numerical invariant which we call the cluster stretch factor, in analogy with that of a pseudo-Anosov mapping class on a marked surface. We compute the algebraic entropies of the cluster A-and X -transformations induced by a sign-stable mutation loop, and conclude that these two coincide with the logarithm of the cluster stretch factor.
Introduction
1.1. Cluster transformations and their algebraic entropy. The cluster algebra is a research field initiated by Fomin-Zelevinsky [FZ02] and Fock-Goncharov [FG09] independently. It has been developed with fruitful connections with other areas of mathematics such as discrete integrable systems [GK13, FM] , Teichmüller theory [FG07, FST08] , and so on. The central objects of study are seeds and their mutations. A seed consists of two bunches of commutative variables called the A-variables and X -variables, and a matrix called the exchange matrix. A mutation produces a new seed from a given one, transforming the variables according to the rule determined by the exchange matrix, and changing the exchange matrix to another one at the same time. We call the transformation of A-variables (resp. X -variables) the cluster A-transformation (resp. cluster X -transformation), which are birational transformations.
A mutation sequence is a finite sequence of seed mutations and permutations of indices. It is called a mutation loop if it preserves the exchange matrix. A mutation loop defines an autonormous discrete dynamical system, as the composition of cluster transformations and permutations of coordinates. The mutation loops form a group called the cluster modular group, and this group acts on some geometric objects called the cluster A-and X -varieties, and their tropicalizations by a semifield. Thus the discrete dynamical system induced by a mutation loop takes place in these spaces. It is known that many interesting discrete dynamical systems emerge in this way, and in some special cases a geometric construction ensures an integrability nature [GK13, FM] .
As a measure of the deviation from discrete integrability, Bellon and Viallet [BV99] introduced the notion of algebraic entropy of a birational map. It is defined as the growth Date: November 19, 2019. rate of the degree of the reduced rational expression of the iteration of a given map. It is widely believed that Liouville-Arnold integrability corresponds to vanishing of algebraic entropy. Indeed, in [Bel99] , Bellon indicated that the vanishing of entropy should be a necessary condition for the integrability in the Liouville-Arnold sense. For more details, see [HLK19] and references loc. cit. The algebraic entropy of the cluster Aand X -transformations induced by a mutation loop has been studied by several authors [HI14, FH14, HLK19] . In [FH14, HLK19] , the authors computed the algebraic entropies of mutation loops of length one, which has been classified by Fordy-Marsh [FM11] . They determined the mutation loops with vanishing entropy among the Fordy-Marsh construction. Moreover explicit first integrals are constructed in each of these cases in [FH14] , showing that the Liouville-Arnold integrability is indeed achieved.
1.2. Sign stability and the main theorem. As opposed to the integrable mutation loops discussed above, the Teichmüller-Thurston theory provides a rich source of "nonintegrable" mutation loops. The mapping class group of an oriented marked surface Σ is the group of isotopy classes (mapping classes) of orientation-perserving homeomorphisms on Σ. The Nielsen-Thurston classification theory [Th, FLP] classifies the mapping classes into three types: periodic, reducible (i.e., fixes a simple closed curve on Σ), and pseudo-Anosov. The last one is of generic type, and interesting for us. A pseudo-Anosov mapping class is characterized by an existence of a pair of invariant foliations on Σ, and it is known that the topological entropy of a pseudo-Anosov mapping class is positive. Indeed, these invariant foliations are equipped with a transverse measure which are unique up to positive rescalings. The pseudo-Anosov mapping class rescales these measures by a reciprocal factor called the stretch factor, and the topological entropy is given by the logarithm of the stretch factor. See, for instance, [FLP, Section 10.4] . In this case, the value of the topological entropy itself is an important numerical invariant of a mapping class.
A deep connection between the Teichmüller-Thurston theory and the cluster algebra has been known. From an ideal triangulation of Σ we can form a seed, whose mutation class only depends on the topology of Σ [FG07, FST08, Pen] . The mapping class group can be embedded into the corresponding cluster modular group, and the manifold of positive real points of the cluster A-(resp. X -)variety can be identified with the decorated (resp. enhanced) Teichmüller space of Σ [FG07, Pen] . The piecewise-linear manifold of real tropical points of the cluster A-(resp. X -)variety can be identified with the space of decorated (resp. enhanced) measured foliations on Σ [FG07, PP93] .
Based on this correspondence, the first author gave an analogue of the Nielsen-Thurston classification for a general cluster modular group in [Ish19] , which classifies the mutation loops into three types: periodic, cluster-reducible and cluster-pseudo-Anosov. However there exists a slight discrepancy between pseudo-Anosov and cluster-pseudo-Anosov even for a mutation loop given by a mapping class: a pseudo-Anosov mapping class provides a cluster-pseudo-Anosov mutation loop, but the converse is not true. Therefore a search for a generalized "pseudo-Anosov" properties of mutation loops keeps going.
As mentioned above, a pseudo-Anosov mapping class has a pair of invariant foliations. A combinatorial model of a measured foliation, called a train track, is commonly used to study the action of a mapping class on measured foliations. The action can be described by a sequence of splittings of the corresponding train tracks. See, for instance, [PH] . Our observation is that train track splittings can be translated into tropical cluster transformations. More precisely, some variants of train track splittings and their reverse Figure 1 . Train track splitting operations can be unified to "signed" mutations [IN14] , which is obtained by generalizing the usual seed mutation by introducing a sign in the formula. Based on these observations we introduce a property of mutation loops called the sign stability, which is more closely related to being pseudo-Anosov. An intuitive (but not exact) definition of the sign stability is a stabilization property of the presentation matrix of the piecewise-linear map obtained as the tropicalization of the cluster X -tranformation. More precisely, given a mutation sequence and a point of X (R trop ), we define a sequence of signs indicating which presentation matrices (among three choices at each step of mutation) are applied to that point. A mutation loop is said to be sign-stable if the sign of each orbit stabilizes to a common one. A sign-stable mutation loop is associated with a numerical invariant which we call the cluster stretch factor, which is a positive number greater or equal to 1. Now our main theorem is the following:
s be a mutation loop with a representation path γ which is sign-stable (Definition 3.6) on the set L (t 0 ) . Assuming that Conjecture 3.9 holds true, we have
This theorem gives a cluster algebraic analogue of the fact that the topological entropy of a pseudo-Anosov mapping class coincides with the logarithm of the stretch factor. Note that the vanishing of the algebraic entropy corresponds to the occasion λ φ = 1.
Moreover we give several methods for checking the sign stability of a given mutation loop, and demonstrate them in concrete examples. We show that one of them can be effectively applied to certain mutation loops of length one arising from the Fordy-Marsh classification mentioned above. As a byproduct, we obtain a partial confirmation of [FH14, Conjecture 3.1] for these mutation loops.
1.3. Related topics and future works. Surface case. As mentioned earlier, the sign stability is introduced as a generalization of the pseudo-Anosov property. In fact, it is defined by mimicking the convergence property of the RLS word of train track splittings [PP87] . It would be possible to obtain a direct relation in the surface case. The tasks are:
(1) to show that the mutation loop obtained by a pseudo-Anosov mapping class is indeed sign-stable, (2) to give a direct relation between the sign of a mutation sequence given by a pseudo-Anosov mapping class and the RLS word of the splitting sequence of the corresponding invariant train track.
As a consequence of (1), the algebraic entropy of the mutation loop obtained by a pseudo-Anosov mapping class would coincide with the topological entropy. Invariance of sign stability and relations with other pseudo-Anosov properties. Strictly speaking, the sequence of signs is not an invariant of a mutation loop. Indeed, it highly depends on the choice of mutation sequence which represents a given mutation loop. For example, an elimination or addition of a repeated mutations at the same index does not change the mutation loop but changes (even the size of) the sign sequence. Nevertheless, a large number of experiments indicates that the sign stability is invariant under the change of representation sequence of a mutation loop. Thus we have the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1.2. Let γ i : t i → t i (i = 1, 2) be two edge paths in T I which define the same mutation loop φ :
A partial confirmation of this conjecture will be done in our forthcoming paper [IK] . Moreover we will work on the relations between the sign stability and other properties, such as cluster-pseudo-Anosov property and the asymptotic sign coherence property introduced in [GN19] . Relation with the categorical entropy. A quiver with a non-degenerate potential gives a 3-dimensional Calabi-Yau category as a full subcategory of the derived category of a certain dg algebra. We can consider it as a categorification of a seed data. When there exists a non-degenerate potential for a given quiver, a quiver mutation can be lifted to a derived equivalence. However this lifting has an ambiguity on the choice of signs of derived equivalences associated to mutations (see [KY] ), which corresponds to our signs of mutations. When a mutation loop is sign-stable, the stable sign determines a canonical lifting. It will be interesting to compare the algebraic entropy of a sign-stable mutation loop and the categorical entropy of its canonical lift.
1.4. Organization of the paper. In Section 2, basic notions in cluster algebra are recollected, basically following the conventions in [FG09, GHKK18] . In Section 3, we introduce the sign stablity of mutation loops and state some basic properties. Some of the proofs will be elaborated in the forthcoming paper [IK] . In Section 4, we recall the definition of algebraic entropy following [BV99] and give a proof of Theorem 1.1. In Section 5, several methods for checking the sign stability for a given mutation loop are proposed. Some concrete examples of sign-stable mutation loops and given, and their cluster stretch factors and algebraic entropies are computed.
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Cluster ensembles
In this section, we recall basic notions in cluster algebra. Basically we follows the conventions in [FG09, GHKK18] . As a technical issue, the distinction between a mutation loop (an element of the cluster modular group [FG09] ) and its representative path is emphasized.
2.1. Seed attachments. We fix a finite index set I = {1, 2, . . . , N } and a regular tree T I of valency |I| = N , whose edges are labeled by I so that the set of edges incident to a fixed vertex has distinct labels.
To each vertex t of T I , we assign the following data:
Let M (t) := Hom(N (t) , Z) be the dual lattice of N (t) , and let (f (t) i ) i∈I be the dual basis of (e (t) i ) i∈I . We call the matrix B (t) the exchange matrix. We define a skew-symmetric bilinear form {−, −} :
is usually called a seed (in the sense of [FG09] ).
Remark 2.1.
(1) For simplicity, we only consider seeds with skew-symmetric exchange matrix without frozen indices. See [FG09, GHKK18] for a more general definition.
(2) For exchange matrices we use the notation B rather than , since we want to reserve the latter for signs ∈ {+, 0, −}. Our exchange matrix is related to the one
We call such an assignment s : t → (N (t) , B (t) ) a seed attachment if for each edge t k −−− t of T I labeled by k ∈ I, the exchange matrices B (t) = (b ij ) and B (t ) = (b ij ) are related by the matrix mutation:
Here [a] + := max{a, 0} for a ∈ R, throughout this paper. As a relation between the lattices assigned to t and t , we consider two linear isomorphisms ( µ k ) * : N (t ) ∼ − → N (t) which depends on a sign ∈ {+, −} and is given by
Here we write e i := e (t)
i and e i := e (t )
i . It induces a linear isomorphism ( µ k ) * : M (t ) ∼ − → M (t) (denoted by the same symbol) which sends f i to the dual basis of ( µ k ) * (e i ). Explicitly, it is given by
We call each map ( µ k ) * the signed seed mutation at k ∈ I. One can check the following lemma by a direct calculation:
Lemma 2.2. The signed mutations are compatible with matrix mutations. Namely, for any k ∈ I and ∈ {+, −}, we have
Remark 2.3. The map ( µ + k ) * corresponds to the seed mutation introduced in [FG09]. However we treat it as a linear isomorphism between two lattices, rather than a base change on a fixed lattice.
For later discussions, we mention some properties of the presentation matrices of ( µ k ) * now. Let us consider an edge t k −−− t of T I . We denote byĚ (t) k, = (Ě ij ) i,j∈I the presentation matrix of ( µ k ) * :
k, ) ji . Similarly we denote the presentation matrix of ( µ k ) * :
These matrices are explicitly given by
Remark 2.4. These matrices look likě
The followings are basic properties, which can be checked by a direct computation.
Lemma 2.5. For any k ∈ I and ∈ {+, −}, we have the followings:
Notation 2.6. In the sequel, we use the notationǍ := (A T ) −1 for an invertible matrix A. 1 2.2. Seed tori. We are going to associate several geometric objects for a seed attachment s : t → (N (t) , B (t) ). Let G m := Spec Z[z, z −1 ] be the multiplicative group. A reader unfamilier with this notation can recognize it as G m (k) = k * by substituting a field k. We repeatedly use the following:
Lemma 2.7. We have an equivalence of categories
Here the former is the category of finite rank lattices and the latter is the category of split algebraic tori; L ∨ := Hom(L, Z) denotes the dual lattice of L.
1 Note that this is consistent with the notationĚ Indeed, the inverse functor is given by T → X * (T ) := Hom(G m , T ). We have a natural duality X * (T ) ∼ = (X * (T )) ∨ , where X * (T ) := Hom(T, G m ). On the other hand, for a lattice N , we have a natural isomorphism N ∼ − → X * (T N ∨ ) given by n → ch n , where ch n (φ) := φ(n). Taking the dual of both sides and letting N = L ∨ , we get L ∼ = (X * (T L )) ∨ ∼ = X * (T L ). The character ch n on T N ∨ used here is called the character associated with n ∈ N .
For each t ∈ T I , we have a pair of tori X (t) := T M (t) , A (t) := T N (t) . They are called the seed X -and A-tori, respectively. The characters X (t)
are called the cluster X -and A-coordinates, respectively. The ensemble map induces a monomial map p (t) : 
Note that the signed mutation induces monomial isomorphisms µ k :
Pre-composing the birational automorphisms µ #, k given by
k . Explicitly, they are given by
which do not depend on the sign . When we stress the distinction between the X -and A-transformations, we write µ x k and µ a k instead of µ k . Remark 2.9. The triple ((
The variables A Definition 2.10. The cluster varieties X s and A s associated with a seed attachment s : t → (N (t) , B (t) ) is defined by gluing the corresponding tori by cluster transformations:
From the definition, each X (t) is an open subvariety of X s . The pair (X (t) , (X (t) i ) i∈I ) of the torus X (t) and the set of characters (X (t) i ) i∈I is called the cluster X -chart associated with t ∈ T I . Similarly we have the notion of cluster A-charts.
for t ∈ T I commute with cluster transformations. In particular it induces a morphism p : X s → A s .
We call the triple (A s , X s , p) the cluster ensemble associated to the seed attachment s.
Notation 2.12. In the sequel, we use the following symbolic convention. For z = a or x, the symbol Z stands for A or X , Z
i , and so on.
Horizontal mutation loops.
In this section, we give a definition of a special class of mutation loops. In brief, general mutation loops are represented by sequences of indices in I and permutations of I, but here, we consider the mutation loops which can be represented without permutations. We will refer to mutation loops of this type as horizontal mutation loops. It suffices to consider only such mutation loops for the computation of algebraic entropy (see (4.1)). We give a concrete definition below.
Fix a seed attachment s : t → (N (t) , B (t) ). We say that two vertices t, t ∈ T I are s-equivalent (and write t ∼ s t ) if both vertices are assigned the same matix:
Then, the following linear isomorphism gives a seed isomorphism:
Namely, it is an isomorphism of lattices with skew-symmetric bilinear forms. The sequivalence class containing t is denoted by [t] s . For an edge path γ : t → t in T I , we define the birational map µ z γ : Z (t) → Z (t ) to be the composition of the birational maps associated to the edges it traverses for z = a, x. Two edge paths γ ν :
and the following diagram commutes:
Here (z, Z) = (a, A), (x, X ) and the vertical maps are induced by the seed isomorphisms introduced above. The s-equivalence class containing an edge path γ is denoted by [γ] s .
Definition 2.13. A horizontal mutation loop is the s-equivalent class of an edge path γ : t → t such that t ∼ s t . For a horizontal mutation loop φ = [γ] s , the path γ is called a representation path of φ.
An edge path γ from t to t in T I is denoted by γ : t → t or γ : t k − → t , where k = (k 0 , . . . , k h−1 ) ∈ I h denotes the indices on the edges it traverses. For a horizontal mutation loop φ, take a representation path γ : t k − → t . Then we have the following composite of birational isomorphisms:
for z = a, x. Considering the "parallel transport" of a representation path γ, φ induces a birational isomorphism not only on the torus Z (t) but also on the cluster variety Z s . That is, for another vertex t 1 ∈ T I and a path δ : t h − → t 1 , consider the conjugated mutation
where the terminal vertex t 1 is determined by the remaining data. It induces a birational automorphism on Z (t 1 ) , which is compatible with the original action φ z on Z (t) . In this way we can extend the map φ z to a birational automorphism on Z s = t 1 ∈T I Z (t 1 ) .
Remark 2.14.
(1) We allow a non-shortest path, for instance, a round trip on an edge:
Note that, due to the fact that the cluster transformations are involutive, an elimination (or addition) of such a round trip does not change the s-equivalence class of a path.
(2) The map µ z γ only depends on the endpoints t and t . However a choice of an edge path γ is useful in the sequel.
We will use the following notations: for an edge path γ : t 0
→ t nh for an integer n ≥ 1. Note that if γ represents a horizontal mutation loop φ, then γ n represents φ n .
Remark 2.15. The origin of the name "horizontal" will be clarified in our forthcoming paper [IK] . A general mutation loop can be formulated as an equivalence class of an edge path on a graph E I , which is an enhancement of T I by the Cayley graph of the symmetric group S I . We will call an edge of E I coming from T I (resp. the Cayley graph of S I ) as a horizontal edge (resp. vertical edge), in analogy with the terminology used for the mapping class groupoid [Pen, Section 5]. As we mentioned at the beginning of this subsection, a horizontal mutation loop can be seen as a particular element of the cluster modular group.
2.5. Separation formulae and the c, g, f -vectors. Fix t 0 ∈ T I . Then we assign the C-matrix C s;t 0 
(2.1)
ij ) j∈I are called cvectors 2 . The following theorem was firstly conjectured in [FZ07] , proved in [DWZ10] for skew-symmetric case, and in [GHKK18] for skew-symmetrizable case.
Theorem 2.16 (Sign-coherence theorem for c-vectors). For any t ∈ T I and i ∈ I, c
Following [NZ12] , we define the tropical sign (t) i to be + in the former case, and − in the latter case.
Using the identity
Equivalently, we get the following:
ij ) i,j∈I to each vertex t ∈ T I . The Gmatrix is originally defined as a grading vector of cluster A-variables. See [FZ07, Section 6]. Since it involves a bit complicated recurrence relation, we adopt here the simplified recursion given in [NZ12] as the definition of G-matrices:
We refer to the row vectors g
is a consequence of Lemma 2.5 (3), (2.2) and (2.3). In [FZ07, Section 3], they introduce the F -polynomials as the special values of cluster Avariables (called "x-variables" loc. cit.) with principal coefficient. In this paper, we adopt the recurrence relation discussed in [FZ07, Section 5] as the definition of F -polynomials.
Fix a vertex t 0 ∈ T I and N indeterminates y 1 , . . . , y N . We assign the i-th F -polynomials F
Though it is not clear that F (t) i (y 1 , . . . , y N ) are polynomials from the above definition, one can check it by following the discussions in [FZ07] ; it is one of the consequences of the Laurent phenomenon of cluster A-variables [FZ07, Proposition 3.6].
Using these concepts, we can separate the rational expression of A-and X -variables in initial variables into its monomial part and polynomial part. The following formulae are called the separation formulae:
Theorem 2.17 ([FZ07, Proposition 3.13, Corollary 6.3]). Fix a vertex t 0 ∈ T I and write
can be written as follows:
(2.5)
(2.6)
The following lemma will be used to give an estimate of the algebraic entropy of the X -transformation from below:
Fujiwara and Gyoda introduce the F -matrices as a linearization of F -polynomials in [FuGy19] .
Later we use some of the mutation formulae for F -matrices derived in [FuGy19] . For a seed attachment s, let −s denote the seed attachment t → (N (t) , −B (t) ).
Theorem 2.20 ([FuGy19, Theorem 2.8]). Let s be a seed attachment and fix t 0 ∈ T I . Then for each t ∈ T I , we have the followings:
Here for an N × N matrix A,
2.6. Tropicalizations of the cluster ensemble. Let P = (P, ⊕, ·) be a semifield. For a torus T L with finite rank lattice L, we define T L (P) := L ⊗ Z P × . Here P × := (P, ·) denotes the multiplicative group. A positive rational map f :
. For a more detailed (and generalized) correspondence, see [GHKK18] .
Recall the character ch ∨ ∈ X * (T L ) associated with a point ∨ ∈ L ∨ . It induces a group homomorphism ch ∨ (P) : T L (P) → P by ψ ⊗ p → ψ, ch ∨ p. One can verify that it coincides with the evaluation map L ⊗ Z P → P; λ ⊗ p → ∨ (λ)p. Applying them to seed tori X (t) and A (t) , we get X (t) (P) = M (t) ⊗ P and A (t) = N (t) ⊗ P equipped with functions
which we call the tropical cluster X -and A-coordinates. Since cluster transformations are positive rational maps, they induce maps between these sets.
Definition 2.22. We define the set of P-valued points as X s (P) :
We are mainly interested in the case P = Z trop or R trop . These semifields are defined to be the sets Z and R equipped with min-plus operations a ⊕ b := min{a, b}, a · b := a + b. In these cases, the tropicalized cluster transformations associated with an edge t k −−− t of T I are given by
(2.7)
and
(2.8)
Here we abbreviate Notation 2.8 for tropical coordinates. In particular, X s (R trop ) and A s (R trop ) are piecewise linear (PL for short) manifold. The ensemble map p (t) :
Sign stability of mutation loops
In this section, we introduce the sign stability of (horizontal) mutation loops and state some basic properties. Some of their proofs will be elaborated in the forthcoming paper [IK] .
In what follows, we mainly deal with the R trop or Z trop -valued points of cluster varieties. Therefore we omit the symbol R trop or Z trop from the tropicalizations of positive maps, for notational simplicity. Moreover we omit the symbol "a" and "x" from the superscript when no confusion can occur.
In order to obtain the presentation matrices of the tropical cluster X -transformation in the case P = R trop , first we rewrite the formula (2.7). For a real number a ∈ R, let sgn(a) denote its sign:
Lemma 3.1. Fix a point w ∈ X (t) (R trop ). Then the tropical cluster X -transformation (2.7) can be written as follows:
With this lemma in mind, we consider the half-spaces H x,(t) k, 
for k ∈ I and t ∈ T I . Then we have the following immediate corollary of Lemma 3.1. We extend the definition of the matrices E 1, . . . , 1) .
k, , whose matrix presentation with respect to the tropical cluster X -coordinates is given by
We are going to define the sign of a path in T I . In the sequel, we use the following notation. 
For i = 1, . . . , h, let γ ≤i : t 0 (k 0 ,...,k i−1 ) −−−−−−→ t i be the sub-path of γ from t 0 to t i , and let γ ≤0 be the constant path at t.
Definition 3.4 (sign of a path). Let the notation as above, and fix a point w ∈ X (t 0 ) (R trop ). Then the sign of γ at w is the sequence γ (w) = ( 0 , . . . , h−1 ) ∈ {+, 0, −} h of signs defined by
The next lemma expresses the heart of Definition 3.4.
Lemma 3.5. If the sign of a path γ at w ∈ X (t 0 ) (R trop ) is given by = ( 0 , . . . , h−1 ), then the presentation matrix E φ (w) of φ at w coincides with E γ := E
Using the concept of the sign of a mutation sequence, now we define the sign stability.
Definition 3.6 (sign stability). Let γ be a path as above and suppose that φ := [γ] s is a mutation loop. Let L ⊂ X (t 0 ) (R trop ) be a subset which is invariant under the rescaling action of R >0 . Then we say that γ is sign-stable on L if there exists a sequence stab γ,L ∈ {+, −} h of strict signs such that for each w ∈ L \ {0}, there exists an integer n 0 ∈ N such that γ (φ n (w)) = stab γ,L for all n ≥ n 0 . We call stab γ,L the stable sign of γ on L.
For example, if φ has an invariant ray R ≥0 w such that the sign γ (w) is strict, then γ is sign-stable on L := R ≥0 w. More interesting choices of L would be the set X (t 0 ) (Z trop ) of integral points (cf. [GN19] ) or the union of the non-negative and non-positive cones which will be introduced below. As a simple non-example, if φ has an invariant ray R ≥0 w such that the sign γ (w) is non-strict (i.e., contains 0), then it cannot be sign-stable on any set L which contains R ≥0 w.
Sign stability in particular implies that the presentation matrix of φ at each point w ∈ L stabilizes:
Corollary 3.7. Suppose γ is a path which defines a mutation loop φ = [γ] s , and signstable on L. Then there exists an integral N × N -matrix E φ,L ∈ GL N (Z) such that for each w ∈ L, there exists an integer n 0 ≥ 0 such that E φ (φ n (w)) = E φ,L for all n ≥ n 0 .
The following results on the stable presentation matrix E φ,L will be proved in [IK] :
Proposition 3.8 ( [IK] ). The spectral radius of E φ,L is attained by a positive eigenvalue λ φ,L , and we have λ φ,L ≥ 1.
We have check the following conjecture holds true for a large number of examples by using a computer. We do not know any counterexamples.
Conjecture 3.9. The spectral radii of E φ,L andĚ φ,L are the same.
Next lemma shows that the tropical sign for c-vectors can be regarded as a special case of the sign of a path γ in T I . k h−1 ). Moreover, the PL action of φ is linear on the non-negative cone
and the presentation matrix coincides with the C-matrix C s;t 0 t h :
Moreover, we haveĚ
Proof. Note that the column vectors c (t 0 ) j of the initial C-matrix C (t 0 ) = Id coincide with the generators of the cone C + (t 0 ) (i.e., the standard basis of X (t 0 ) (R trop )). Then the mutation rule (2.2) and the Sign-coherence theorem (Theorem 2.16) implies that γ ( c (t 0 ) j ) = trop γ for j = 1, . . . , N . Since the sign is invariant under addition and rescaling by a positive number, we get the desired assertions.
We have the following "negative" version of Lemma 3.5:
Corollary 3.11. The PL action of φ is linear on the non-positive cone
and the presentation matrix coincides with the C-matrix C −s;t 0 t h for the opposite seed attachment −s : t → (N (t) , −B (t) ) =: (N (−t) , B (−t) ). Namely, we have
If we denote the sign of φ at any element of C − (t 0 ) by trop γ , we have
. Then one can easily see that the monomial isomorphism ι (t) : 
. The remaining assertions follows from the tropical duality (2.4).
It turns out that the sign stability on the set L (t 0 ) := C + (t 0 ) ∪ C − (t 0 ) plays a crucial role in the sequel, and the corresponding eigenvalue λ φ,L (t 0 ) is a canonical numerical invariant of the mutation loop φ.
Definition 3.12 (Cluster stretch factor). Suppose φ = [γ] s is a mutation loop, and the path γ is sign-stable on the set L (t 0 ) . Then we denote the stable presentation matrix by E φ := E φ,L (t 0 ) , and we call the largest eigenvalue λ φ := λ φ,L (t 0 ) the cluster stretch factor of φ.
Note that from the definition, the cluster stretch factor is an algebraic integer of degree at most N .
Remark 3.13. We can define a similar sign sequence for tropical A-transformations as follows. Fix a point v ∈ A (t) (R trop ). Then the tropical cluster A-transformation (2.8) can be written as follows:
Consider the half-spaces H a,(t) k,
and the hyper planes H a,(t)
Algebraic entropy of cluster transformations
Let us first recall the definition of the algebraic entropy following [BV99] . For a rational function f (u 1 , . . . , u N ) over Q on N variables, write it as f (u) = g(u)/h(u) for two polynomials g and h without common factors. Then the degree of f , denoted by deg f , is defined to be the maximum of the degrees of the constituent polynomials g and h. For a homomorphism ϕ * : Q(u 1 , . . . , u N ) → Q(u 1 , . . . , u N ) between the field of rational functions on N variables, let ϕ i := ϕ * (u i ) for i = 1, . . . , N . Since Q(u 1 , . . . , u N ) is the field of rational functions on the algebraic torus G N m equipped with coordinate functions u 1 , . . . , u N , the homomorphism ϕ * can be regarded as the pull-back action via a rational map ϕ : G N m G N m between algebraic tori. We define the degree of ϕ to be the maximum of the degrees deg ϕ 1 , . . . , deg ϕ N and denote it by deg(ϕ). Since deg(ϕ n ) ≤ deg(ϕ) n , the algebraic entropy is always finite. Here are basic properties:
• For any rational map ϕ : G N m G N m and an integer m ≥ 0, we have E ϕ m = mE ϕ .
(4.1)
• The algebraic entropy is conjugation-invariant. Namely, we have Our aim is to compute the algebraic entropies of cluster transformations induced by a sign-stable mutation loop. For a mutation loop φ, let us denote E z φ := E φ z for z = a, x. Here is our main theorem:
Theorem 4.2. Let φ = [γ] s be a mutation loop with a representation path γ : t 0 → t h which is sign-stable on the set L (t 0 ) . Then we have
Here
Note that if Conjecture 3.9 holds true, then we get
In particular we obtain Theorem 1.1.
Before proceeding to the proof, let us prepare some notations. Recall that for a rep-
represents the mutation loop φ n . We denote the data attached to the vertex t nh with a superscript (n). For instance, A
, and so on. 4.1. Estimate of the entropy from below. For an N × N -matrix M = (m ij ) i,j=1,...,N , let M ∞ := max i,j=1,...,N {|m ij |} denote the uniform norm. On the other hand, since any two norms on R N are equivalent, there exists a universal constant K > 0 such that
Proof. Recall the separation formula (2.6). With a help of Lemma 2.18, we get
Hence we have
Let C (n) (resp. G (n) ) denote the C-matrix (resp. G-matrix) associated to the seed attachment −s : t → (N (t) , −B (t) ). Proof. Here note that the separation formula (2.5) itself does not give a reduced expression for the rational function A 
, the reduced expression of F (t) i (p * X 1 , . . . , p * X N ) can be written as
Then the expression
which is obtained from (2.5), may fail to be a reduced expression only for the reason that
ij ] + j may have a common factor with the denominator j A δ (t) ij j . For each j ∈ I, let deg A j denote the degree as a rational function of A j , other variables being regarded as coefficients.
The case δ 
The case δ (t) ij > 0: When g ij ≤ 0, still there cannot be a cancellation, and hence
When g ij ≥ 0, a reduction can occur but still we have
By summarizing above inequalities and applying to the case t = t nh , we get
Thus we have
Here the last equation follows from the second equation given in Theorem 2.20. Lemma 4.6. Suppose that the representation path γ of φ is sign-stable on L (t 0 ) . Then there exists an integer n 0 ≥ 0 such that
for all n ≥ n 0 .
Proof. From Lemma 3.10, the C-matrix C (n) assigned to the endpoint of the n-th iterated path γ n is given by the matrix E trop γ n γ . Moreover, the sequence trop γ n of tropical signs coincides with the sign at any point w in C + (t 0 ) . In particular, we have the recurrence relation C (n+1) = E γ (φ n (w)) γ C (n) for all n ≥ 0. Since γ is assumed to be sign-stable on the non-nagative cone C + (t 0 ) , there exists an integer n 1 ≥ 0 such that γ (φ n (w)) = stab γ for all n ≥ n 1 . Thus we have C (n+1) = E φ C (n) for all n ≥ n 1 .
Similarly from Corollary 3.11, we get
. Since φ is also sign-stable on the non-positive cone, there exists an integer n 2 ≥ 0 such that γ (φ n (w − )) = stab γ and C (n+1) = E φ C (n) for n ≥ n 2 . Putting n 0 := max{n 1 , n 2 }, we get the desired assertion for C-matrices. The proof of the assertions for G-matrices follows from the same line of arguments.
Combining Lemmas 4.3 and 4.6, we get an estimate of the algebraic entropies E x φ and E a φ from below:
Proof. From Lemma 4.6, there exists n 0 ≥ 0 such that C (n) = E n−n 0 φ C (n 0 ) . Combining with the first estimate in Lemma 4.3, we get
N ), and Л E φ (−) denotes the Lyapunov exponent. See Appendix A.2. Since C (n 0 ) is invertible, the column vectors c (n 0 ) j are linearly independent. Hence the maximum of their Lyapunov exponents attains the logarithm of the spectral radius ρ(E φ ) from Corollary A.3. Thus we get E x φ ≥ log ρ(E φ ). The proof of the second estimate follows from the same line of arguments.
4.2.
Estimate of the entropy from above.
Lemma 4.8. Let K := KN max i,j |b ji | ≥ K > 0. Then for any n ≥ 0, we have
Proof. From the separation formula (2.6), we get deg X
Similarly from the separation formula (2.5), we get
Thus we get the desired assertion. Now we only need to give an estimate for the growth of F (n) ∞ from above.
Lemma 4.9. Suppose that the representation path γ of φ is sign-stable on L (t 0 ) . Then there exists an integer n 0 ≥ 0 such that
for all n ≥ n 0 . Here
is the stable sign, Proof. This is a consequence of an iterated application of Theorem 2.21. Here note that the sign stability on the set L (t 0 ) implies that the two sign sequences γ (φ n (w)) and γ (φ n (w − )) for w ∈ C + (t 0 ) and w − ∈ C − (t 0 ) stabilize to the same stable sign stab γ for large n. Since the former one is the tropical sign and the latter is the sign of the column vectors of C −s;t 0 t , we see that the second term of the equation given in Theorem 2.21 becomes (C −s;t 0 t ) k• in the stable range. With a notice that
t nh , the assertion follows from a direct computation.
A "rotated" uniform norm is suited for our computation in the sequel. For a real invertible matrix E ∈ GL N (R), consider its real Jordan normal form: S −1 ES = J(ν 1 , m 1 )⊕· · ·⊕ J(ν r , m r ) for some real invertible matrix S ∈ GL N (R). See Appendix A.1. Let e 1 , . . . , e N be the corresponding real Jordan basis. Then for a vector v = x 1 e 1 + · · · + x N e N ∈ R N , we define v E ∞ := max k=1,...,N |x k |. Then clearly · E ∞ defines a norm on R N , which has the following nice property:
Lemma 4.10. Suppose det E = ±1. Then for any v ∈ R N , we have the inequalities
Here recall Notation 2.6.
Proof. The first statement follows from the inequality J(ν, m) ∞ ≤ max(|ν|, 1) for a real Jordan block J(ν, m), and the fact that ρ(E) ≥ 1. The second statement follows from S −1Ě S =J(ν 1 , m 1 ) ⊕ · · · ⊕J(ν r , m r ) and J (ν, m) ∞ = J(ν, m) ∞ .
For a matrix M = (m ij ) N i,j=1 with column vectors m j := (m ij ) N i=1 , let M E ∞ := max j=1,...,N m j E ∞ . We also use the operator norm
We are going to use these norms for E = E φ .
Lemma 4.11. Let the notations as in Lemma 4.9. Let
Proof. The initial condition for the sequence (s n ) is chosen so that the assertion is true for n = n 0 . Let us proceed by induction on n ≥ n 0 . Since the sign stabilizes for n ≥ n 0 , we have
Thus the assertion is proved.
Combining Lemmas 4.8 and 4.11, we get an estimate of the algebraic entropies E x φ and E a φ from above:
Proof. Note that lim sup n→∞ 1 n log(A n + B n ) = max lim sup n→∞ 1 n log A n , lim sup n→∞ 1 n log B n for sequences (A n ), (B n ) of positive numbers. From Lemma 4.8, we get
The first term gives Л E φ (C (n 0 ) ) = log ρ(E φ ) by the proof of Proposition 4.7. On the second term, we replace the uniform norm with the rotated norm · E φ ∞ and compute lim sup
Here we used Lemma 4.11 and the fact that the sequence (s n ) is an arithmetic sequence. The proof of the second statement follows from the same line of arguments.
Combining Propositions 4.7 and 4.12, we get a proof of Theorem 4.2.
Check methods and examples
In this section we give several methods for checking sign stability and demonstrate them in concrete examples. We denote by SX (t 0 ) (R trop ) the quotient of X (t 0 ) (R trop ) by the rescaling R >0 -action, and sometimes we identify it with the sphere {x 2 1 + · · · + x 2 N = 1} ⊂ X (t 0 ) (R trop ).
5.
1. An inductive check method. Here we give a method for checking sign stability, assuming one uses a computer programming. First of all, we fix a mutation loop φ = [γ] s with h(γ) = h.
(1) For n ≥ 1, examine the following inductive process:
Here C is the closure of the set of the points at which the sign of γ n is given by . (B n ): For each cone C such that dim C = N , check whether it satisfies φ n (C ) ⊂ int C . If such a cone is found, then the process terminates. Note that in this case, the sign sequence has the form ( 0 , . . . , 0 ) ∈ {+, −} hn . Otherwise, proceed to the step (A n+1 ).
If this process terminates at n = n 0 , then proceed to the next process (2). (If it does not terminate, then this method is not effective for checking if φ is sign-stable or not.) (2) Chase the orbits of generators of L (t 0 ) (i.e., standard basis vectors and the minus of them) with respect to the action of φ. If each generator goes to the interior of a common cone C among those found in (1), then this mutation loop is sign-stable with the stable sign 0 ∈ {+, −} h , where = ( 0 , . . . , 0 ) ∈ {+, −} hn 0 .
Obviously this method can misses a sign stable mutation loop, but it detects many examples. We demonstrate these steps below:
Example 5.1 (Markov quiver). Here, we demonstrate the inductive check method for a concrete example. Let I = {1, 2, 3} and s : t → (N (t) , B (t) ) be a seed attachment such that
Let us consider the horizontal mutation loop φ represented by an edge path
Then X (t 0 ) (R trop ) is decomposed into 17 full-dimensional cones. Figure 2 shows the image of the intersection of SX (t 0 ) (R trop ) and the following objects under the stereographic projection from [(1, 1, 1)] ∈ SX (t 0 ) (R trop ):
• boundary of the cones associated to sign sequences (black lines),
• the fixed point
with the stretch factor λ φ = 9 + 4 √ 5 (red point), • the cones C − (t 0 ) and C + (t 0 ) (blue regions), • the cone associated to the sign sequence (+, −, +, −, +, −) (yellow region).
The cone C (+,−,+,−,+,−) satisfies the condition in (B n ) with n = 1 and the conditions in (2). Therefore, we conclude that φ is sign-stable with stable sign (+, −, +, −, +, −). Its stable presentation matrices E γ andĚ φ are given by Their characteristic polynomials are the same: Remark 5.2. In fact, the matrix B (t 0 ) in Example 5.1 arises from a triangulation of a once punctured torus. Moreover, the horizontal mutation loop φ in Example 5.1 is actually the third power of the mutation loop φ LR corresponding to the mapping class called the "LRtransformation" which gives the smallest stretch factor among the mapping classes on a once punctured torus. This mutation loop φ LR is represented by two mutations (1, 2) and a permutation 1 → 2 → 3 → 1. We can regard the stable sign sequence (+, −, +, −, +, −) as ((+, −), (+, −), (+, −)), where each sign sequence (+, −) is the stable sign sequence for the mutation loop φ LR .
5.2.
A heuristic check method. Fix a mutation loop φ with h(γ) = h. As we mentioned above, the process (1) of the inductive check method may not terminate in finite steps. As an alternative method, when the mutation loop φ is simple enough, it is well worth trying to find the cone satisfying the conditions in (B n ) with n = 1 by inspection.
Here is our second method:
Here C is the closure of the set of the points at which the sign of γ is given by .
(3) Chase the orbit of each generator of L (t 0 ) with respect to the action of φ. If each generator goes to the interior of the cone C found in (2), then this mutation loop is sign-stable with the stable sign 0 .
We will refer to the cone C as an invariant cone of φ. Clearly, the choice of an invariant cone is not unique: for example, we don't need to take the maximal one.
Example 5.3 (Kronecker quiver). Let I := {1, 2}, and s : t → (N (t) , B (t) ) be a seed attachment such that
for a vertex t 0 ∈ T I and an integer ≥ 2. Let us consider the horizontal mutation loop φ represented by an edge path
The tropical clsuter X -variety X (t 0 ) (R trop ) is decomposed into the following four domains of linearity C for φ with the presentation matrix E for ∈ {+, −} 2 : Figure 3 . In this case, the process (1) in the inductive check method does not terminate. However, we can take an invariant cone C as Indeed, for each point (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ C, putting (x 1 , x 2 ) := φ(x 1 , x 2 ) we have
Hence we have φ(C) ⊂ C. One can also see from the above computation that φ(C \ {0}) ⊂ int C. Furthermore, by a direct calculation, one can check that φ(C (+,−) ) = C, φ(C (−,+) ∪ C (−,−) ) ⊂ C.
Hence we can conclude that φ is sign stable. The stable presentation matrices E φ andĚ φ have the same characteristic polynomial
Hence Conjecture 3.9 holds true in this case, so the algebraic entropies of the cluster transformations induced by φ are obtained as
Remark 5.4. The mutation loop in Example 5.3 is so simple that we can describe the entire dynamics on X (t 0 ) (R trop ). First, the action of φ has only two fixed points p + , p − in SX (t 0 ) (R trop ) with stretch factors λ + , λ − , respectively:
Moreover we have p ± ∈ SC (+,+) (see Figure 3 ). Let we consider the following two cones:
x 2 < 0 . holds if and only if there exists an integer vector a = (a 1 , . . . , a N −1 ) such that a j = a N −j for j = 1, . . . , N − 1 and the skew-symmetric matrix B = (b ij ) i,j∈I satisfies the following conditions:
The condition (5.1) can be paraphrased that the mutation sequence given by the edge path γ followed by the permutation σ defines a mutation loop φ. Although it is not a horizontal mutation loop and slightly sticks out our scope in this paper, the N -th power φ N is a horizontal mutation loop represented by the edge path
Sign stability can be naturally generalized to this situation as follows. The sign of γ at w ∈ X (t 0 ) (R trop ) is defined to be γ (w) := sgn(x (t 0 ) 1 (w)). The presentation matrix of φ at w is given by E γ := P σ E (t 0 ) 1, , where := γ (w) and P σ := (δ i,σ(j) ) i,j∈I is the presentation matrix of σ. For a scaling invariant subset L ⊂ X (t 0 ) (R trop ), φ is said to be sign-stable if there exists a strict sign stab γ ∈ {+, −} such that for each w ∈ L \ {0}, there exists an integer n 0 ∈ N such that γ (φ n (w)) = stab γ for n ≥ n 0 . If φ is sign-stable, then so is φ N . See [IK] for a general framework. Since the sign-stability for φ is easier to check than that for φ N , we are going to work with φ. Explicitly, the presentation matrix E γ is given as follows:
Then we can find an invariant cone as follows:
Lemma 5.6.
(1) The cone
if and only if a 1 ≥ 2. Moreover in this case, we have
Proof. First suppose a 1 ≥ 2. 
. . , N be facets of the cone C [+] . Then the above computation shows that
. On the other hand, when a 1 ≤ 1, x = (2, −1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ C [+] satisfies x / ∈ C [+] . The second assertion can be similarly proved.
Corollary 5.7. Let ∈ {+, −} be a sign. If a 1 ≥ 2 and a i ≥ 0 for i = 2, . . . , N − 1 holds, then φ is sign-stable on the set L (t 0 ) with the stable sign . Moreover Conjecture 3.9 holds true in this case. The cluster stretch factor is the positive solution of the equation λ N − N −1 i=1 a i λ N −i + 1 = 0 which is largest among the solutions in absolute value.
Proof. It is enough to consider the case = +. We need to check that the cones C + (t 0 ) and C − (t 0 ) are send into the cone C [+] by an iterated action of φ. It is clear from the definition of C [+] that we already have C + (t 0 ) ⊂ C [+] . For a point w − ∈ C − (t 0 ) , let x i := x (t 0 ) i (w − ) ≤ 0 be its coordinates for i = 1, . . . , N . Since the action of φ is presented by the matrix
whenever the first coordinate of a point is non-positive, we can compute the φ-orbit of w − as       
x 1 x 2 . . .
Hence φ N (C − (t 0 ) ) = C + (t 0 ) ⊂ C [+] . Combining with Lemma 5.6, we get φ 2N (L (t 0 ) \ {0}) ⊂ int C [+] . Thus φ is sign-stable on the set L (t 0 ) . The characteristic polynomial of E + γ is given by P + γ (λ) := λ N − N −1 i=1 a i λ N −i +1. Note that this polynomial is palindromic: P + γ (λ −1 ) = λ −N P + γ (λ). Therefore Conjecture 3.9 holds true in this case, since the palindromicity implies that if λ is an eigenvalue of E + γ , then so is λ −1 . The case = − is similarly proved.
Corollary 5.7 gives a partial confirmation of [FH14, Conjecture 3.1].
Remark 5.8. The mutation loop considered in Example 5.3 is obtained as the square of the mutation loop for the vector a = (− ). In the case = 1, we get the seed attachment of type A 2 and hence φ is periodic. In particular it has no invariant cone other than {0}, and not sign-stable. This example indicates a reason why we need the condition |a 1 | ≥ 2 in Lemma 5.6 and Corollary 5.7.
Appendix A. Terminologies from discrete linear dynamical systems
We recollect here some basic terminologies concerning discrete dynamical systems on R N obtained as the iteration of a real N × N -matrix E. We refer the reader to [CK] 
if ν is non-real. Here we write ν = ξ ± iη and η > 0. Note that the size of the matrix J(ν, m) is 2m if ν is non-real.
Recall that if a complex number ν is an eigenvalue of a real matrix E, then so is its complex conjugate ν. Therefore we can pick up the one with positive imaginary part.
Theorem A.1 ([CK, Theorem 1.2.3]). For any real matrix E, let ν 1 , . . . , ν r be its eigenvalues whose imaginary part is non-negative. Then there exists an invertible real matrix S ∈ GL N (R) such that S −1 ES = J(ν 1 , m 1 ) ⊕ · · · ⊕ J(ν r , m r ), where each m k is the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue ν k . We call the right-hand side the real Jordan normal form of E. We call the column vectors of S the real Jordan basis vectors.
We have the corresponding real generalized eigenspace decomposition
for an eigenvalue ν k of algebraic multiplicity m k , where we let E act on the complex vector space C N . Note that an eigenvector of E with real eigenvalue ν k is real. Hence V ν k = ker(E − ν k ) m k in this case, which recovers the usual generalized eigenspace.
A.2. Lyapunov spaces and Lyapunov exponents. Let E be a real N × N -matrix. Let ν 1 , . . . , ν r be the eigenvalues of E whose imaginary part is non-negative. Denote the distinct modulus |ν k | of eigenvalues ν k by λ j , and order them as λ 1 > · · · > λ l with 1 ≤ l ≤ r. Namely, we have {|ν 1 |, . . . , |ν r |} = {λ 1 , . . . , λ l }. The largest modulus is denoted by ρ(E) := λ 1 , and called the spectral radius of E. We define the Lyapunov space of λ j to be L(λ j ) := k: |ν k |=λ j V ν k .
Then we have the direct sum decomposition R N = L(λ 1 ) ⊕ · · · ⊕ L(λ ). Let 1 ≤ p ≤ r be the largest integer such that V λp ⊂ L(λ 1 ). Namely, ρ(E) = |ν 1 | = · · · = |ν p | > |ν p+1 | ≥ · · · ≥ |ν r |.
For an invertible real matrix E ∈ GL N (R) and a point v ∈ R N \ {0}, the Lyapunov exponent of the orbit {E n (v)} n≥0 is defined to be
where · is any norm on R N , and the result does not depend on this choice. The Lyapunov exponents can be computed in terms of the eigenvalues. As a special case, we have the following: 
